Scandinavian Classic Baking byPat Sinclair, contains recipes for mouth watering breads, desserts and
pastries. Serve up your favorite, along with a hot cup of coffee. The aroma of the freshly baked
cinnamon rolls will attract everyone to the kitchen for a sampling. They also makes a great afternoon
treat for company.

Wildlife Photographer of the Yearpublished by Lark Photography Books,containsa compilation of
winning photographs by professional photographers from all over the world. The Veolia Environment
Wildlife photographer of the year competition is held every year with more than 30,000 entries
representing over 80 countries. These extraordinary shots of natural landscapes and wildlife are
unbelievable. A short story about each photo is included. Look for the picture of the loggerhead turtle
struggling to survive while caught in an old abandoned net. A careless fisherman's mistake caused a
dangerous situation for this reptile. With the help of the photographer this beautiful turtle was saved.

Rock 'n' roller Steven Tyler wrote a memoir called Does the Noise In My Head Bother You? This bookis
filled with the unfiltered and outrageously funny stories of his life. This American music industry giant
talks about his childhood, the rise and fall and the rise again of his band Aerosmith, and his constant
drug use and rehabilitation.

Country music singer Shania Twainwrote the book From This Moment On for her son. She wanted him
to have an historical record of her life. She grew up in extreme poverty with 4 other siblings. Her parents
died in a terrible car accident when Shania was young. She stepped up to take care of her brothers and
sisters. She talks about the sacrifices she made to keep her siblings together. Her singing career came
much later. Shania's life has always been an open book. Her marriage failed and ended in a very public
divorce. The healing process would be a long road. Shania writes with compassion, inspiration and hope.
If you have ever experienced love, abuse, betrayal, divorce, or death of a loved one, this book is a must
read.

The Essential Diabetes Cookbook, by Antony Worrall Thompson, is filled with delicious recipes from
around the world. A dietician has carefully analyzed each recipe, and the nutritional information is
written clearly at the bottom of each featured dish. Managing your condition will be a breeze with the
help of this diabetic cookbook.
Tina Fey is well known for her character roles on the hit television shows Saturday Night Live and Thirty
Rock. She's also a great comedian and now the author ofBossypants. In the book Tina talks about her
childhood, her experience living in Chicago studying improv, and traveling with touring companies. If you
are a big fan of Tina Fey, you'll want to read this book.

In 1898 Harry Houdini was known all over the world as the master of illusion. The library has a
beautifully illustrated book called Houdini: Art and Magic byBrooke Kamin Rapaport. This book is filled
with historical facts, pages from his own diary, posters, photographs, and interviews with novelist E.L.
Doctorow and magician Teller (of Penn and Teller). This book reveals many secrets of the life of the
master of illusion.

All of the above books mentioned can be found at the Manistee County Library. For more information
please contact the library at 723-2519.

